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Abstract
We study a notion of path simulation among categorical transition systems, a gen-
eralized version of labeled transition systems. We then give a characterization in
terms of open maps and, in the relevant case where the labels are spans of sets,
the relationship to simulations among corresponding categories of evolutions. More
algebraic aspects are investigated in a bicategorical setting where path simulations
are characterized as binary predicates over cts’s, living in a bicategory of cylinders.
The latter plays the roˆle of a relational structure in this setting.
1 Introduction
This paper is devoted to a study of a notion of simulation called path sim-
ulation taking place among categorical transition systems. Cts’s are pseudo-
functors given by graph morphisms from graphs expressing control into a
bicategory of labels expressing (typed) computation, so in particular they are
more general than labelled transition systems in that the labels are compos-
able and may moreover exhibit more structure than in the classical setting (cf.
[18]). Path simulation is a generalization of both strong and weak simulation.
Although it is formally a strong simulation, an individual transition may be
matched by a proper path (as long as the labels agree), which is similar to but
more general as the relationship of weak simulation to the saturation monad.
The technique of open maps is fairly standard by now although mainly
used to characterize bisimulation directly as a span of such, i.e. without
decomposing into “inverse” simulations (cf. [2]). Since we study simulation
in this paper, the characterization involves a span with only one leg open, not
unlike (a weakened version of) the original notion of simulation for presheaves
(cf. [1]). A relevant special case of cts’s are those labelled with spans since
imperative programs with communication can be modeled with such a device
(cf. [8] and also [21]). In this setting, there is an associated ulf functor to the
free category over the control graph. The construction has the computational
reading of a category of evolutions w.r.t. the data values of types given by the
labeling spans (cf. [10]) and we show how path simulation lifts from typed
computation along control paths to the corresponding categories of evolutions.
c©2003 Published by Elsevier Science B. V.
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We investigate further algebraic aspects of path simulation using tech-
niques derived from those originally considered by Hermida (cf. [13]) for the
study of simulations among transition systems and provide a characterization
of path simulation in terms of premodules. In this work, a premodule is an
object in a bicategory equipped with a category action in form of a lax functor.
Path simulation is characterized as a binary predicate over the cts’s involved
in the simulation, this in the setting of a bicategory of cylinders.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the notions
of categorical transition systems and of associated categories of evolutions.
Section 3 introduces the notion of path simulation and contains a study thereof
in terms of an appropriate notion of open maps. Section 4 investigates path
simulation in terms of premodules. Section 5 concludes comparing the material
with other approaches and suggesting possibilities how to push further the
ideas laid down in the paper.
2 Categorical Transition Systems and Evolutions
A popular presentation of labeled transition systems consists of set-indexed
families oF relations, which boils down to consider certain graph homomor-
phisms from graphs of transitions to one-vertex graphs with individual labels
as self-loops. The homomorphisms need to satisfy a local injectivity condition
saying roughly that there are no parallel edges with the same label. In the
present section we extend this view to categorical transition systems or cts ’s:
the local injectivity is dropped and the labels are organized in a bicategory of
spans SpanB over a category B (cf. [4]). Since it is the case that B = Sets
in the leading examples, let Span
def
= SpanSets.
Consider the program in-context
x:=20; while x>0 do x:=x-1 end[x : nat]
written in a block-structured imperative language. Let F  U : RGraph →
Cat be the adjunction from the category RGraph of reﬂexive graphs 1 to
Cat. The above program gives rise to a graph G representing the program’s
control ﬂow and to a pseudo-functor p : FG → Span, the graph part of the
assignment being suggested by
1 All graphs in this setup are understood as reﬂexive, i.e. equipped with a distinguished
self-loop at every vertex.
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•
a
N
N
id
λx:nat.20
{1, 2, . . .}
•
c
w1
•
w2
N N
{0} Nλx:nat.x−1 id
• N
In particular, the program’s locations are one-to-one with G’s vertices and
each transition carries a span reﬂecting the assignments x:=20 resp. x:=x-1,
the evaluation of the branching condition x>0 or the exit of the while-block.
Obviously, p is a pseudo-functor since its values on compound paths are given
by compositions of spans.
It can be shown that such imperative programs 2 give rise to pseudo-
functors as above (cf. [21]). Oﬀ course, this example does not elucidate the
advantage of taking general spans instead of simpler relations nor the reason
for considering reﬂexive graphs. Nonetheless, we will see that reﬂexive graphs
and general spans are essential (in this context) for an account of interaction.
Notice that we could dispense with displaying G in the ﬁgure above since
it can be deduced from the labeling part and it suﬃces indeed to display this
latter aspect only, provided some conventions are met. Speciﬁcally, in order to
always be able to deduce the control part we duplicate labels when necessary,
similarly to a convention met in the literature discussing sketches (cf. [3]).
Moreover, we omit to display unit spans coming from G’s units.
Deﬁnition 2.1 Let K be a bicategory. A morphism in K is a map or is
representable if it admits a right adjoint.
The piece of terminology representable is adapted from Hermida’a work in-
volving bimodules (cf. [14, p.8]).
Proposition 2.2 A morphism in Span is representable precisely when its left
leg is iso.
Corollary 2.3 The isomorphism class of a representable span has a span with
identity left leg as a canonical representant.
Deﬁnition 2.4 Let s, t : K → L be lax functors. A laxrep transform α : s⇒
t is a lax natural transformation with representable components at objects.
Special cases of interest here are laxrep transforms among lax functors from a
category to Span. Let p, q : B→ Span be such lax functors and let α : p⇒ q
be a laxrep transform. Its data w.r.t. to B 
 f : x −→ y is given by the lax
square
2 Of the basic kind, we do not address issues like exceptions here.
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p(x) p(x)id
αx
αf
q(x)
p(f)
p(f)1
p(f)2
q(f)
q(f)1
q(f)2
p(y) p(y)
id αy
q(y)
where αf is a morphism of spans
p(f)
p(f)1 αy ◦ p(f)2
αfp(x) q(y)
p(x) ×q(x) q(f)
p1 q(f)2 ◦ p2
Deﬁnition 2.5 (Lax slice) Let K be a bicategory. The lax slice category
F //K is given by the data
(i) Objects: normalized pseudo-functors from a free category to K
(ii) Morphisms: given s : FG → K and t : FH → K normalized pseudo-
functors, a morphism α : s → t is a laxrep transform α : s ⇒ t ◦ Fk
where k : G→ H is a homomorphism of reﬂexive graphs
(iii) Composition: β◦α = (l ◦ k, lβ ◦ α) where α : s⇒ t◦Fk and β : t⇒ u◦Fl
while the vertical composition lβ ◦ α is given by componentwise pasting
We call objects of F // Span categorical transition systems or cts ’s so let
Cts
def
= F // Span from now on.
Proposition 2.6 F // Span (B) has ﬁnite limits provided B has.
Proposition 2.6 is true for general reasons (cf. [12,20]). Finite limits in Cts
admit a computational reading.
Consider the parallel composition without interaction
x:=5 [x : nat] || z:=7 [z : nat]
The cts
N2 N2
id <id, λx:nat.7>
N2
N2
id
<λx:nat.5, id>
N2
id
<λx:nat.5, λx:nat.7>
N2
id
<λx:nat.5, id>
N2 N2id <id, λx:nat.7>N
2
corresponding to the intuition about this situation is a product object in Cts.
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This example illustrates why control is represented by reﬂexive graphs in this
setup: in order to take the interleavings of transitions induced by concurrent
executions into account.
Consider the parallel composition with interaction
x:=5;c!(x+x) [x : nat] || c?z;z:=z*z [z : nat]
where the processes communicate over a typed channel c : nat in CSP manner.
The situation is reﬂected by the diagram
N N
id !
αu
id N
! id
βid
N
N
id
λx:nat.5
id N
id
id
N N
id !
αv
id N
! id
βm
N
N
id
id
N
!
!
N2
π1
π2
N N
id !
αid
id N
! id
βn
N
N
id
id
id N
id
λz:nat.z∗z
N N
id !
id N
! id
N
in Cts with α’s and β’s non-obvious components given by (the morphisms of
spans) αv = 〈id, λx : nat.x+ x〉 and βm = 〈π1, π2〉 = id. It is a diagram of
shape • → • ← • where the object in the middle represents the communication
channel. A pullback object stemming from this diagram is
N2
N2
id
<(λx:nat.5) ◦ π1,π2>
N2
{(a, (b, a+ a)) | a, b ∈ N}
<π1,π1 ◦ π2>
<π1,π2 ◦ π2>
N2
N2
id
<π1,(λz:nat.z∗z) ◦ π2>
N2
again corresponding to the intuition about the situation at hand. Observe
that spans which are not relations are involved here.
The examples suggest a notion of common behavior of interacting processes
qua limit (cf. [11]) and a semantics of remote procedure calls or of concurrent
objects can be constructed along these lines (cf. [21]). What is the relationship
of a cts representing a program to an operational semantics of the latter, if
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any? A classic result shows the way.
Deﬁnition 2.7 A functor s : B → C has the unique lifting of factorizations
or ulf property if, given u ∈ B and C 
 f = h ◦ g s.t. s (u) = f , there are
unique v, w ∈ B s.t. u = w ◦ v with s (v) = g and s (w) = h.
Let Ulf/B be the full subcategory of the slice category Cat/B where the
objects are ulf functors. Let Psdlax,rep [B,Span] be the category of normalized
pseudo-functors from B to Span and laxrep transformations. There is the
equivalence of categories
Ulf/B  Psdlax,rep [B,Span]
which is the discrete case of a broader equivalence discovered independently
by Giraud and by Conduche´ in the early 70’s (cf. [15]).
Let Ulf →F be the full subcategory of the comma-category idCat ↓ F where
the objects are ulf functors. A variation of the classic equivalence above rele-
vant to the present setup is
Theorem 2.8 There is an equivalence of categories
Ulf →F  Cts
Proof.The comprehended version of a cts s i.e. its ulf counterpart πs : s→ FG
is obtained by an appropriate Grothendieck construction: a morphism in s is
of the form (k, f) : (a, x)→ (b, y) with a ∈ s (x) and b ∈ t (x) while k ∈ s (f)
s.t. k it is mapped on a resp. b by s (f)’s left resp. right leg. Further, we have
s¯
(∗)πs
α¯
t¯
πt
FG
s
Fh
FH
t
α
Span
where
(a, x)
(k,f)
(αx(a), Fh(x))
((p2 ◦ αf )(k),Fh(f))α¯ : →
(b, y) (αy(b), Fh(y))
The other way round it is enough to take the ﬁbers. Let s : D → FG be
an ulf functor and let sx resp. sf the set of objects over x ∈ (FG)0 resp. over
f ∈ (FG)1. The functor s determines a cts s : FG→ Span given by
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x
f
sx
s : → sf
dom
cod
y sy
Let (m,n) : s→ t be a morphism in Ulf →F . It determines a laxrep transform
m : s⇒ n ◦ t given at f by mx def= m |sx and mf (p) def= (domp,m (p)). ✷
Corollary 2.9 The square (∗) is a pullback square provided α = id.
In particular, when a cts stems from an imperative program, it can be shown
that its comprehended version is essentially the projection from the state-space
induced by an early operational semantics of the program onto the control ﬂow
graph of the latter (cf. [21]).
We borrow here a piece of terminology from a setting designed for categor-
ical process algebras by Fiore (cf. [10]) and call s the category of evolutions
corresponding to s. The codomain of an ulf functor is under the computa-
tional reading put forward in op.cit. a category controlling the evolutions. By
analogy, we call s a control program.
3 Path Simulation and Open Maps
Back to the classical setting of labeled transition systems, it can be argued
that the dynamics of an lts is observed by composing transitions and recording
the induced sequences of actions (cf. [9]). Given a presentation of a transition
system as a homomorphism from the underlying graph of transitions to the
one-vertex graph with individual labels as self-loops, the dynamics comes thus
about via the free functor F  U : RGraph → Cat. It can be argued that
most notions of simulation are inherently tied to dynamics in the sense of
being deﬁned in terms of certain paths, that is with dynamics being part of
the domain of discourse.
This does not immediately meet the eye when considering strong sim-
ulation. Let namely G be a graph, Σ a set and Σ∗ the free monoid over
Σ. A labeled transition system can also be presented as a homomorphism
t : G → Σ∗ to the graph underlying Σ∗ (the latter seen as a category) s.t.
G’s individual transitions in are mapped on the generators. In this case, the
formulation of strong simulation is the same in terms of statics and in terms
of dynamics. However, already the classic notion of weak simulation can be
presented in terms of dynamics: if we allow labels to take as value the empty
sequence ε as well, then the static and dynamic notions of simulation diverge
and the latter corresponds to weak simulation. Clearly, the trick implicitly
reintroduces the saturation monad, as seen at the example of x
a−→ y being
simulated by u
ε−→ v a−→ w.
The above considerations may be interesting since invisible actions are
really invisible but represent in itself little more than yet another presentation
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of classic weak simulation. In this section, we elaborate on path simulation
among cts’s where the principle sketched above is applied systematically in
that a transition can be matched by an arbitrary path as long as the labels
agree, recall that cts’s are labeled in an arbitrary bicategory so the composition
of labels is not in general a mere concatenation of letters. We then proceed to
give a characterization of path simulation in terms of an appropriate notion
of open maps (cf. [2]).
Deﬁnition 3.1 Let s : FG → Span and t : FH → Span be cts’s. A path
simulation from s to t is a relation r ⊆ G0 ×H0 s.t.
(i) ιS (r) ιT
(ii) x (r) x′ & x
f−→ y ∈ FG ⇒ ∃ x′ f ′−→ y′ ∈ FH. y (r) y′ & s (f) = t (f ′)
Consider the programs
x:=7 [x : nat]
and
x:=5;x:=x+2 [x : nat]
along with the corresponding cts’s
N
id←− N λx.7−−→ N
and
N
id←− N λx.5−−→ N id←− N λx.x+2−−−−→ N
There is the obvious path simulation from the ﬁrst cts to the second. Notice
however that there would be no simulation at all if we had more conservatively
rephrased strong simulation in terms of individual transitions exclusively. Such
observations were undeniably the motivating factor for the introduction and
study of path simulation. However, in order to be useful in the context of
concurrency, it is necessary to classify the transitions in addition to the com-
putations they carry since the latter are not intrinsically silent or observable.
Indeed, as noticed by Lynch and Tuttle, if a transition simulates some other
one then both need to be of the same kind in addition to carry the same
computation (cf. [17]) and oﬀ course the same is true for control paths. A
notion of χ-simulation adapted from Cockett and Spooner’s work on process
categories (cf. [7]) provides an elegant classifying device (cf. [22]).
It is customary to characterize (bi)simulations in terms of appropriate
notions of open maps (cf. [2]). The notion of opens maps for presheaves
stating that every naturality square is a quasi-pullback (cf. [1]) turns out to
be too strong here. Better adapted for the present setup is
Deﬁnition 3.2 A functor k : B → C is open in Cat provided any B 
 f :
t (a)→ c lifts under k. The morphism of cts’s α : s→ t where α : s⇒ t ◦ Fh
is open provided α = id and Fh is open in Cat.
and path simulation can be characterized as follows
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Theorem 3.3 Let s : FG → Span and t : FH → Span be cts’s. There
is a path simulation from s to t iﬀ there is a graph R, a surjective graph
homomorphism d : R→ G and a functor C : F (R)→ F (H) s.t.
FR
Fd C
FG
s
FH
t
Span
commutes and Fd is open.
Deﬁnition 3.2 and theorem 3.3 represent a variation on the well-known theme
of open maps. The computational intuition behind the setup is of d sampling
s’s calculations and matching them along t’s control paths.
Proposition 3.4 Isomorphisms are open maps. Open maps are composition-
and pullback-stable.
What is the relation between path simulations on control programs and on
the corresponding categories of evolutions? Suppose cts t (path) simulates cts
s. We then have
r¯
(∗∗) πr
d¯ c¯
s¯
πs
t¯
πtFr
Fd c
FG
s
FH
t
Span
with Fd an open map. It is further the case by corollary 2.9 that square (∗∗) in
the diagram above is a pullback square. Hence, by proposition 3.4, d is open
too so in particular we have a path simulation from s to t. Alternatively, we
can start from the ulf functors as processes i.e. terms of a canonical process
algebra (cf. [10]). Then the pair
(
d, F (d)
)
can be seen as an open map from
πs to πt under this computational interpretation.
4 A Relational Structure
As noticed in section 3, characterizing (bi)simulations in terms of an appro-
priate notion of open maps has become customary. Our deﬁnition 3.2 of open
maps is of direct use for a proof of theorem 3.3 but does not disclose any
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computational intuition. The latter would be that an open map has a unique
lifting property w.r.t. to paths chosen in a subcategory of paths P ⊆ Cts: it
is the celebrated weak orthogonality property
P
u
p
Q
q
X f Y
with P and Q path objects, at heart of such considerations. Typical investi-
gations are based on a model of concurrency C e.g. the category of lts’s and
their morphisms, and on a distinguished category of paths P ⊆ C therein.
Fixing C and variating (P) characterizes diﬀerent notions of (bi)simulation
w.r.t. C. Notice that this indirectly substantiates the claim made in section 3
that simulations are about dynamics.
Observe however that the approach has the defect that P is subject to
an arbitrary choice: nothing prescribes what kind of paths do live in P. Put
diﬀerently, the choice of P is justiﬁed a posteriori in concrete instances. In
this section, we investigate the algebraic structure of path simulation from a
diﬀerent angle, attempting to avoid the defect mentioned above. Our model
of concurrency being general enough, we investigate if there is an a priori
structure characterizing path simulations. A further classic construction gives
a positive answer to the question: we identify Be´nabou’s bicategory of cylinders
(cf. [4]) as the seeked relational structure.
This section builds on issues originally considered by Hermida in the con-
text of lts’s (cf. [13]). Given a alphabet Σ, let S = (S,→⊆ S × Σ× S) be
an lts over L and notice that it can be presented as as an indexed family
(→α⊆ S × S)α∈Σ . Let S ′ = (→′α⊆ S ′ × S ′)α∈Σ be a further lts over Σ. Her-
mida’s key observation is that r ⊆ S × S ′ is a simulation relation precisely
when
∀α ∈ Σ. (→α ◦ rop) ⊆ (rop ◦ →′α)
which directly leads to the construction of a bicategory of cylinders. The
message is similar here but the technical details are more complex since all
paths witnessing a simulation need to be accounted for.
Deﬁnition 4.1 A quantale Q is a lattice with joins and bottom, equipped with
a tensor ⊗ : Q × Q → Q with unit 1Q, distributing over the joins and s.t.
⊥⊗ z = z ⊗⊥ = ⊥. The category Q is given by the data
• Objects: quantales
• Morphisms: monoidal functors preserving the joins and bottom
Proposition 4.2 A category C determines a quantale Q (C) with underlying
lattice P (C1) and tensor given by
A⊗ B def= {g ◦ f | (f, g) ∈ A×C1 B}
In particular 1Q(C) = {idX |X ∈ C}. The assignment extends pointwise to a
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functor Q ( ) : Cat→ Q.
Deﬁnition 4.3 The 2-category P is given by the data
(i) Objects: pairs (E,A) for E ∈ Q and A a set
(ii) Morphisms: pairs (f, α) : (E,A)→ (F,B) for E f−→ F ∈ Q and
α : A×B → F
a function to F ’s underlying set
(iii) 2-cells: pointwise order
(iv) Composition: (g, β) ◦ (f, α) def= (g ◦ f, β g α) where
(β g α) (a, c) def=
∨
b∈B
((g ◦ α) (a, b)⊗ β (b, c))
(v) Identities: id(E,A)
def
= (idE , δA,E) where
δA,E : A× A → E
(a, a′) →


1E a = a
′
⊥
Observe that P is 2-coﬁbred over Q. Although the bicategorical infrastructure
is indeed very simple, the setup as a whole is as we will see of a rather bicat-
egorical nature, so we keep the terminology. An endomorphism with identity
in its ﬁrst component is called normalized. P’s morphisms in are essentially
quantale-valued relations, in particular
Deﬁnition 4.4 A morphism (f, α) : (E, V )→ (F,W ) in P is a P-relation if
α (v, w) ∈ {⊥F , 1F}
for all v ∈ V and w ∈W . It is an P-map if it is a P-relation s.t.
∀ (v ∈ V ) , (w,w′ ∈W ) . (α (v, w) = 1F & α (v, w′) = 1F ) ⇒ w = w′
We next introduce the notion of premodule central to this characterization of
path simulation:
Deﬁnition 4.5 Let L be a category and M a bicategory. An L-premodule in
M is an object M ∈ M along with a lax functor L : L → M s.t. LX = M
for all X ∈ L. L is called the premodule’s action. A premodule’s action is
normalized if it is the case pointwise. L-premodules in M are organized in the
category PremodL,M together with lax transformations among their actions.
Traditionally, a module is an abelian group G equipped with a ring action
R × G → G (cf. for instance [16]). Fixing an element of R induces an
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endomorphism of the group. We consider here a generalization of this view
where an object of a bicategory plays the roˆle of the group. In particular,
the premodules of deﬁnition 4.5 have nothing in common with the well-known
notion variously called (bi)module, profunctor or distributor (cf. [4]). We
choose the term premodule since we feel that calling something amodule would
be justiﬁed in presence of structures being or generalizing at least additive
categories. In this context, the choice of the name only refers to lax functors
constant on objects.
For the sake of conciseness, we consider in the following a simpliﬁed version
of the notion of cts’s and their morphisms.
Deﬁnition 4.6 Let L be a category. Strict categorical transition systems or
scts’s over L are organized in the slice category F/L
def
= Scts.
Let Span+ be Span’s classifying category. Any cts FG → Span gives rise
to an scts FG → Span+ and it is easily seen that the lax structure in Cts is
in practice relevant mostly for calculating behaviors of networks of processes:
the resulting cts can always be transformed in an scts. Given the obvious
notion of path simulation among scts’s, there is not much generality lost in
simplifying the setup this way.
Let  C! def= (Q (C) ,C0) ∈ P for a category C. Given a further category D
and a functor F : C→ D, the morphism
P 
  F ! def= (Q (F ) , F0
)
:  C! →  D!
with F0 the P-map induced by F0.
Theorem 4.7 There is a functor
( )+ : Scts→ PremodL,P
Proof.Let s : FG → L be an scts, x f−→ y ∈ L and FGf (a, b) def= s−1 (f) ∩
FG (a, b).  FG! ∈ P is a premodule with normalized action s+ : L → P given
by the assignment
f → (idQ(FG), λ (a, b) . FGf (a, b)
)
Let t : FH → L be a further scts and let h : G → H be a graph homomor-
phism giving rise to a morphism of scts’s. The arrow part of the assignment
is then (Fh)+
def
=  Fh! : s+ ⇒ t+ ✷
Deﬁnition 4.8 The bicategory of cylinders Cyl is given by the data
(i) Objects: morphisms (f, α) : (E, V )→ (F,W ) in P
(ii) Morphisms: a morphism (f, α) → (f ′, α′) is a pair ((g, β) , (h, γ)) giving
rise to an oplax square
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(E, V )
(f,α)
(g,β)
(F,W )
(h,γ)⊇
(E ′, V ′)
(f ′,α′) (F
′,W ′)
in P
(iii) 2-cells, composition and units: pointwise in P
The homomorphism of bicategories # : Cyl → P × P acts as 〈dom, cod〉 on
objects and as identity on morphisms and 2-cells.
Cyl is a bicategory derived from P by means of a generalized Grothendieck
construction applied to the “hom-functor” Pop × P→ Cat (cf. [19]).
Theorem 4.9 Let s : G→ L and t : H → L be scts’s. Are equivalent
(i) there is a path simulation from s to t
(ii) the triangle
Cyl


L
σ
<t,s>
P× P
commutes for a premodule σ
Proof.”⇒” Let r ⊆ G0×H0 be a path simulation from s to t. The P-relation
(p, rop) :  FH! →  FG!
given by
p : Q (FH) → Q (FG)
k →


Q (FG) if k /∈ {⊥, 1}
1 if k = 1
⊥ otherwise
and
rop : H0 ×G0 → Q (FG)
(m, b) →


1 if b (r) m
⊥ otherwise
is an L-premodule in Cyl with action given by the assignment
f → (t+f, s+f)
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”⇐” Let (t, ρ) :  FH! →  FG! be a premodule in Cyl with action σ : L→
Cyl s.t. # ◦ σ = 〈t+, s+〉. The relation r ⊆ G0 ×H0 given by
b (r) m
def⇔ ρ (m, b) = 1Q(FH)
is a path simulation. ✷
Following Hermida (op.cit.), path simulations can be seen as binary predi-
cates over the involved scts’s. In particular, the present setup exhibits a clear
distinction as to where do scts’s resp. path simulations live. The distinction
reﬂects the fact that a simulation is a logical notion while scts-like entities be-
long to the eﬀective world. This is to be contrasted with the approach using
open maps.
5 Concluding Remarks
We have identiﬁed the lax slice F//Span (B) as a category ofmodels of concur-
rency called categorical transition systems and demonstrated their relevance in
giving meaning to a range of everyday phenomena including message passing
among imperative programs. We also exhibited the relationship to operational
semantics via the the classical equivalence Ulf/C  Psdlax.rep [C,Span]. We
further identiﬁed the bicategory of spans SpanF // Span (B) as organizing
processes at a basic level and addressed the question of simulation in this
context.
We have argued that simulation should be studied as a run-time or dynamic
phenomenon and formalized the notion as path simulation. and provided two
abstract characterizations of path simulation: in terms of open maps and in
terms of a relational structure qua Be´nabou’s bicategory of cylinders.
5.1 Related Work
The approach making use of open maps is documented by a large body of work
characterizing important variants of (bi)simulations (cf. [5] for a systematic
study) and investigating conditions of functorial stability (cf. [6]). Section 4
builds on and expands topics originally considered by Claudio Hermida (cf.
[13]).
Lindsay Errington introduced a much more general notion of categorical
transition systems in his doctoral thesis [8] using a presentation he calls twisted
systems. Given a category of computational shapes Shp and a functor κ :
Shp→ Cat, Errington’s cts’s are pairs
(
J, κJ
S−→ C
)
where J ∈ Shp and S
is a functor from κJ to a category C. His notion of bisimulation is expressed
in terms of statics and characterized using the technique of open maps.
Marcelo Fiore considers in [10] a broad notion of processes embodied by
ulf functors. It turns out that ulf functors cover a broad class of processes
ranging from discrete to continuous systems. Fiore’s notion of bisimulation is
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technically like ours and Errington’s. He characterizes bisimulation abstractly
in terms of canonically given open maps.
5.2 Future Research
The notion of path simulation is still fairly crude w.r.t. computations in that
it discriminates on-the-nose, i.e. a simulating control path needs to carry the
same computation than the simulated one. Generalizing the setup will give
rise to a notion of lax path simulation where the discriminating criterion will
be a 2-cell, paving the way to a setting relevant for applications like program
development by reﬁnement of speciﬁcations.
The virtue of the approach in section 4 is at the same time a defect.
Since ( )+ squeezes everything into one object, we were not able to exhibit an
equivalence of categories among scts and premodules. In fact, a more general
approach making use of distributors seems promising, also because a link to
categorical modal logic appears possible.
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